New idea 323 corn picker parts diagram

Has anybody tried to redesign and make the fingers for the husking beds on New Idea pickers?
The originals are not very durable. Thanks for info. I bought new. Mine break each year because
corn doesn't move out bed with picker on steep sidehills. So the new source can be helpful. Big
John. I haven't received them yet, but the guy I talked to on the phone acted like they
manufacture them. I'll let you know as soon as I get them. List All Users. Search Advanced
Search. User Details. Start A New Topic Reply. Date: Tue Sep 7 Bleeding Orange. They are
expensive, too. Around SW IA you can buy an old picker for parts a lot cheaper than you can
buy the parts themselves. Problem is, most of the parts pickers are short on fingers, too. I think
the company still sells them, if all else fails. Date: Wed Sep 8 Go check out the For Sale forum.
There is a post there for someone selling new fingers for a reasonable price. Date: Fri Sep 10
Good information. Date: Wed Sep 15 I ordered two yesterday off of the for sale forum. I sold out
very quickly back then - Agco's price was about that back then already. Let us all know how
these work out after you have used them for awhile! Date: Thu Sep 16 Yes - ears that can't get
out of the husking bed like when they pile up there because I forgot to turn the elevator back on
after making a turn! Date: Mon Sep 20 Tim in NJ. Date: Tue Sep 21 There's a couple places in
Pennsylvania selling them, too this year. Supposedly they are a tougher material that can take
bending better than the original. I don't need any on my current yet 'twas a creampuff when I
found it. Date: Wed Sep 22 It would be good to test that new tougher material. Tire or belt
material I think would be tougher. Remember the older models of these picker and some other
brands made paddles out of tire carcasses. I didn't know that. I got the picker fingers yesterday.
I will take pictures tonight and post them tomorrow. The flaps would need to be remade out of
tire carcass. These parts can backdate a 8-roller bed to a Probably could be shortened to
backdate a 1-row to a Date: Thu Oct 7 The picker fingers seem to work pretty good. Haven't
used the picker but 3 or 4 hours since installing. Here are some pictures. View image. Date: Fri
Oct 8 Thanks for your efforts. Good pictures - the fingers look good and fresh. If no cracks after
4 hours, there is hope. Don't forget to turn on the elevtor like I did not do. Not good for fingers
and ruins any scientific test. I'm going to pick again tomorrow. I'll let you know the condition
after that. Date: Wed Jul 13 Parts Direct. Date: Mon Jul 18 Are you fingers Rubber? Molded or
Cut out of sheet stock? William Becker. Date: Wed Jan 25 Where did you get these fingers? I am
in need of some for my Quick Reply. Remember Me. Main Page. Please log in to post quick
replies. Last year at the Harvest Days show we tried to pick some triple stack corn. It simply
would not pick. What you are experiencing is exactly what happened to us. The stalks were so
hard they are designed to be that they would not push down but instead would just cut off. We
finally had to park the pickers because they just wouldn't work unless you slowed to an
absolute crawl. A friend of mine picked with an E-3 Co-op tractor that had a super low and it
would pick if you went as slow as it would go which was less than 1 mph. Otherwise all the
pickers would just cut off the stalk and run the whole mess through. I bought the same variety
this year. At least I thought I did. How high should the lobes be on the snapping rollers. I spoke
with the guy in Pennsylvania that rebuilds the snapping rollers. He said that he welds them up
and then grinds them down using a jig. I thought about adding a little weld to the area between
the lobes and see if that would help pull the stalks through. What do you think???? We use s
with husking beds, and had no trouble last year with triple stack corn. We had planted on 30
inch rows for the combine, and tried the s to see if they worked on the narrow rows. They
worked well. We set our snoots about 1 foot off the ground with a fixed rod in place of the lift
cylinder. The corn stalks leaned right around the center snoot on their way into the gathering
chains, and we lost very little corn. Our setup picked the corn as clean as I have ever seen it,
cleaner than our old NI mounted picker and cleaner than the neighbor's Uni. According to the
combine on the rest of our fields, the yield was between , depending on just where we were. We
have a side hill farm in southwest Iowa with terraces and some flat top ground. Hope the
comparison helps. With my I picked one year without the cornsaver as it was gigving me too
much trouble. Lots of real small ears and cobs were going down through and plugging it up. I
removed the screen at the bottom and let most everything fall through. You may want to try that.
About 8 small bolts to remove it. On our , my dad would weld a small bead where it gets worn
down in the pocket of the lobe. If you want to compare how worn your lobes are from new,
compare the ones lower down on the roll to the ones near the top where they don't get much
use. You can see on the top ones how "square" they were when they were new. List All Users.
Search Advanced Search. User Details. Start A New Topic Reply. Date: Mon Oct 4 I have a that
I'm having problems with. Last year everything worked fine. Over the summer I replaced 2 of the
rubber finger wheels and worked on a bent snout. We took the gathering chains off to straighten
a bracket that holds the inboard snout. I think I got them adjusted right. The book just says to
run on the slack side. Yesterday I tried to pick the 6 acres of field corn that I have planted. The
stalks are really dry and were jamming the picker. I actually tried all RPM's. My wife and I were

constantly digging stalks out of the picker. Here's the problem. The stalks would sometimes
pull up. This wasn't too hard to clear, but got aggravating. Also under the picker where the
stalks discharge that area I had to keep lying on the ground and digging the stalks out. I tried
every adjust on the snapping rolls. All the way apart to closest together. Closest together
seemed to work the best. We would have to stop and take off the chain on the front of the
husking bed that turns the conveyor and rubber fingers. Then move the conveyor backwards by
hand to clear it. How do you tighten this slip clutch and how should it be adjusted? I couldn't
find it in the book. There is one bent slat on the conveyor that would let some debris fall into the
corn saver that I am going to repair this week. If I have to I would cover the corn saver with a
piece of sheet metal and cut my losses on any shelled corn that didn't make it to the corn saver.
I need suggestions. Short of pulling the 6 acres by hand. You may have snapping rolls that are
completely worn down. How smooth are they? Also, drive faster. Your ground speed should
roughly match the speed the stalks are being pulled through the snapping rolls. I often drove in
2nd with a JD 60 or 3rd with a In addition, I think everything works better if the stalk is a little
damp, like early in the morning. Those corn savers made me learn new words! Hopefully if the
snapping goes good the saver won't give you problems. One thing helped me. I would take a
rod and clean out the slot into the elevator every so often as it would get a stalk or silk in there
and want to plug it up. You've never had fun until you tried to unravel one of those drag chains!
I don't remember where the slip clutch is on those but I would caution against tightening it too
much. I now use a with a husking bed. The whole corn saver setup on those is much better.
Hope I was some help. There is a place in Lancaster PA that rebuilds the snapping rolls as well
as the husking rolls. Is it better to have the the snapping rollers closer on dry corn or farther
apart??? When I bought the picker the guy told me he set the snapping rollers in the 4th slot
from the left closer. It also seemed to work better when I ran the snout about 1' off the ground.
Should the snout be closer to the ground or just make sure that the snapping rollers are below
the ears of corn? Last year I ran in 3rd gear about 3 mph and everything worked fine. Sunday I
ran in 1st gear about 1 mph. Date: Tue Oct 5 I would say closer, but that is an adjustment you
have to make in the field and see what's best, I often ran mine closed as tight as they would go.
The snout can be well off the ground, just so it catches the ear. No point in running extra fodder
through especially if it's giving you trouble. Go back to 3rd gear. Where do you live? Mike
Aylward. My corn was all triple stack with very tough stalks, excellent yield, but I had no trouble
last year with my This year I don't have to worry I am in Alabama. I bought Southern States
seed. Roundup Ready, but not sure if triple stack. I think I can handle the problem if I can get
the conveyor and corn saver from jamming. I'm going to fix the bend in the slat this afternoon
and try it when the corn is wet from dew on Saturday morning. If that doesn't stop the conveyor
from jamming I'm going to cover the corn saver with a sheet of aluminum that has some small
holes drilled in it to let the corn drop through. Do you think this will work???? I have about 3
acres of white field corn that I'm going to try and pick with the picker if I still have problems with
the yellow. Just to see it it's a stalk problem. You must have had a variety that would pick. There
were several brands of pickers of all ages last year and not a one would pick that corn. Glad
your luck was better. Bleeding Orange. Some of the rollers on our various s have welding
build-up on the lobes. We didn't have the welding done, but bought the unit that way. I'd say it
wouldn't hurt, but maybe someone else on this forum has had trouble with that. Is the welding
on the raised part of the snapping roller or the flat part??? Bleeding Orange wrote: We use s
with husking beds, and had no trouble last year with triple stack corn. Sounds just like my
situation. Hillside terraces. It was very dry and hot here this year. The stalks are very dry, but
standing. My corn was planted pretty early and made very good. Now I just need to get it picked.
I'm not sure what the moisture is I can check out the welding on the snapping rollers when I get
home tonight, and let you know later. Art From De Leon. I seem to remember seeing the
snapping rolls on my Dad's JD and JD being built up with 'blobs' of hardfacing. He later put the
pocketed snapping rolls that were introduced with the JD on his last Date: Wed Oct 6 John51
wrote: With my I picked one year without the cornsaver as it was gigving me too much trouble.
Going to remove that screen today. Then I'm going to straighten the bent slats adn give it a try.
If that doesn't work, I'm going to leave the screen off the cornsaver. Ended up pulling more
pumpkins yesterday afternoon. Thought I had them all pulled and when I got to the patch I
pulled a small trailer load that had "appeared" as the vines went down. We're going to shell
what corn we picked on Saturday to get ready to give it another try this weekend. I don't know if
the lobes are too worn, but with them all the way together most of them are almost touching. I
just wondered about adding weld between the lobes to help pull the corn through. The guy in
Pennsylvania that rebuilds them said that this would increase shelling though. Thanks for all
the help and keep the ideas coming. I'll check the top ones vs. Also, did he add weld to the
raised up part lobes? Date: Thu Oct 7 Well I took the cornsaver screen off the bottom and

cleaned it out real good. There were a lot of shucks caught between one of the sprockets and
chains. That was causing the chain to be too tight on one side and bind. I went this afternoon
and picked about 20 or 30 bushels before it got dark. The cornsaver is no longer jamming. Now
the only problem I have is with the snapping rollers not pulling the stalks through. The area
under the picker where the snapping rollers pull the stalks through keeps packing full of stalks
and husk. I'm going to Tractor Supply tomorrow to buy some of the dry lube that you spray on
to spray the bottom of the picker to see if this will keep the picker from clogging. When you first
clear the area under the picker it does real well pulling the stalks through, but after a few
minutes you can tell that the area under the rollers is starting to jam, because the stalks start to
build up above the rollers. Date: Tue Nov 2 Help with New IDea Update!!!!! Well I finally figured
out the problem. Last year after I used the picker I changed the wheels and tires so we could
pull it on the road to my FIL's house. I replaced the 7. He just hand picked the 2 acres he had. I
added a little weld to the snapping rollers between the lobes and the picker was working great.
Still had to travel in 1st gear to keep the area under the picker from jamming. This area jammed
and I was lying on the ground digging the fodder out when my
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wife walked up. She said, "It looks like you wouldn't have as much trouble if the picker was
higher off the ground". I thought, hum We went back to the house with the picker and I rolled
one of the implement tires up beside the picker. About 4" taller. I put the implement tires back
on and went back to the field. I started at the end of one row in 1st gear and everything was
working great. Shifted to 2nd gear and the picker was working like a charm. I got brave and put
it in third gear and let it roll. The picker was grabbing the stalks and slamming them out the
bottom. Corn was flying up the elevator and into the wagon. I only had to stop 2 times in the last
2 acres to clear jams in the picker. Thanks to everyone for all the help with my picker. I ended
up with a barn full of corn to feed the pigs. Now I just need to go pick the 3 acres of white field
corn that I planted to grind for corn meal Quick Reply. Remember Me. Main Page. Help with New
IDea Please log in to post quick replies.

